Dear Community,

Our Staff Picks titles are available digitally through Kanopy, Hoopla Direct, and eAudiobook.

October's Staff Picks:

**Children's Fiction:**
- "And Now We Rise" by Noor Khan
- "Perfect Day" by Satoru Arikawa
- "The Travelling Cat Chronicles" by Akiyuki Ok trapped within a cage.

**Adult Fiction:**
- "Refugee" by Khoo
- "A Dog's Purpose" by W. Bruce Cameron
- "Playland" by Adria Paganini

**Children's Nonfiction:**
- "What Is A Refugee?" by Yoon
- "Meeting the Refugees" by Penelope Arlon
- "And Now We Rise" by Noor Khan

**Adult Nonfiction:**
- "The Roots of what Happened Within" by Richard J. Evans
- "Where We Stand: A History of the Chinatown United Red Scholl of San Francisco" by Jennifer F. Siegel

"And Now We Rise" by Noor Khan

Note: To learn more about the event or explore more of our book club discussions on "And Now We Rise," make sure to register.

San Mateo County Libraries is pleased to announce that it is providing Taiwan's Chinese eBooks and eAudiobooks for free. These resources are written mainly in Chinese and are designed to meet the needs of children, adults, and teens.

Stay connected with our family of libraries!

Kenny, East Palo Alto Library

Jessica, Pacifica

Alice, Portola Valley Library and Woodside

Cami, Half Moon Bay Library
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